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Abstract
I report on the iterative process of designing a mobile AI poetry system, along with a series of
broad scale use cases in which different variants of the system has been tested in the wild. The
project has so far resulted in the generation of about 20 million individual poems, co-created by
the system together with millions of users. Apart from the design of the technical side of the system,
my focus has been on how the system could be adapted to and deployed in different commercial
settings. I discuss my insights related to systems support for creative processes, and how findings
from these use cases could be applicable also to other AI content generation systems.

Sammanfattning
Här beskrivs den iterativa utformningen av en mobilapplikation för AI-genererad poesi, samt en
serie storskaliga kommersiella kampanjer där olika varianter av systemet har testats i verklig
användning. Genom detta genererades cirka 20 miljoner enskilda dikter, producerade av systemet
tillsammans med miljontals användare. Förutom systemets tekniska funktionalitet beskrivs hur
systemet anpassats för att distribueras i olika kommersiella sammanhang. Utifrån denna process
diskuteras insikter relaterade till systemstöd för kreativa processer, och hur lärdomar från denna
process kan tillämpas även i andra system för AI-genererat innehåll.
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ABSTRACT

I report on the iterative process of designing a mobile AI poetry
system, along with a series of broad scale use cases in which
different variants of the system has been tested in the wild.
The project has so far resulted in the generation of about 20
million individual poems, co-created by the system together
with millions of users. Apart from the design of the technical
side of the system, my focus has been on how the system could
be adapted to and deployed in different commercial settings.
I discuss my insights related to systems support for creative
processes, and how findings from these use cases could be
applicable also to other AI content generation systems.
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INTRODUCTION

One growing sub-area of AI research concerns systemgenerated artistic content, where technology is used to create
various types of media expressions, such as articles, music and
paintings.
Google Quick Draw using sketchRNN to draw doodle paintings [6]. Google Brain collected more than five million userdrawn sketches from online website. Each time a user drew
something on it, it collects not only the doodle image, but also
the order and direction of each pen stroke. These data was
used to train AI generate doodles.
KTH professor Bob Sturm has trained AI to create music [3].
Recurrent neural network (RNN) was used in the model, which
created more than 100,000 pieces of music.
The new model from OpenAI can generate long text with stories [11]. The result story are mostly correct in grammar and
spelling. The sentences are mostly fluent. All these projects
are doing content creation based on artificial intelligence algorithms.
The topic of my thesis project concerns how a co-creation
poetry writing process can be designed and developed from
a UX perspective, and also to explore and test a series of real
world use cases for such a system.
My work was conducted in China, and thus the poetry practices were explored are grounded in a Chinese cultural context.
Poetry is an important part in Chinese culture. In Chinese
history, different types of poetry were expressed in different Chinese dynasties. Traditional Chinese poetry includes

Shijing, Chuci, Tang poetry, and Song poetry. The earliest
anthologies are the Shi Jing and Chu Ci. Both of them had
great impact on Chinese poetic tradition. Classical traditional
Chinese poetry developed during the Tang period (years 618
to 907 AC). During that time, poetry was popular in most common aspects in people’s life. And during that time, Chinese
traditional poetry was being composed based on regulated tone
patterns.
Modern Chinese poetry revolutionized after 1919’s May
Fourth Movement. The modern Chinese poetry is mainly
characterized by writing in vernacular language, breaking the
shackles of old poetry and rhythm, and being flexible in form.
Thus, the style is similar to modern western poetry. For example, it allows a form of poems that not necessarily use
consistent meter, rhyming, or musical patterns, instead they
follow the rhythms of natural speech. In current modern life,
poetry as a medium is typically used to express complicated
feelings. An artificial intelligence that could write poetry inspired by users personal input may help users to write the draft
version of their own poems, and based on these draft version
poems, users can change a few words and subjects to get their
own poems in order to express their own emotions.
To build this artificial intelligence poet, we trained the generative model to learn Chinese poetry from 1920 to 1980, which
is the core of our generation ability. Based on this ability, we
designed and built several pipelines to make the product online
usable. We also customized the system to different business
scenarios with our partners, which were all large organisations with a broad user base in China. In total the system was
used to generate more than 20 million individual poems, by
approximately 6 million individual users.
Apart from the result of the system mimicking human poetry,
our intention was to make also the process of the generation
mimicking human poetry process. For human poets, vision is a
common inspiration, and similarly visual input is used as part
of our system design. A model developed by Cheng [4] was
leveraged to achieve this goal. Potential ethics problems might
be raised by the AI poet. I will introduce solutions to solve
them. For example, how to avoid AI generating offensive or
racist sentences and who should keep the intellectual property
of the poetry results from the system. LATEX.
RELATED WORKS

In the area of text generation, some researchers and developers
has tried to generate poetry with artificial intelligence. The

language used in these projects include English, Japanese and
Chinese.
Joanna Misztal and Bipin Indurkhya [7] proposed a poetry generation model to extract emotion from text content including
blog post in order to generate poetry. The goal of the project
was to extract text sentiment or the user’s attitude from the
source text. While the sentiments are quite simple, merely
including positive, negative and neutral, it was found more
complex to generate aesthetic content.
Another project proposed by Rui Yan [13] can generate poetry
and allow user to polish each line in an interactive way. In
this case, user and system work together to generate the poetry
instead of only one-pass generation only by the computer.
Delete by Haiku [10] is another interactive project in which
a mobile app and art installation were developed. They
analysing the SMS from user’s phone and then generate poetry
based on keywords from that. The SMS from user’s phone
is personal, thus the result of each poetry is also unique and
personal.
In line with the above projects, our aim was for the system
was to generate poetry based on or inspired by user’s active
input, in our case a picture or text hint.
Besides, some related works are not focus on poem generation,
but they use similar approach in doing online large scale user
study. For example, Denzil analysed phone battery charging
patterns in different regions around the world and get a distribution chart as result [5]. Kerry also introduced a large
scale user analysis approach to improve user experience [9]. A
question is how an automatic poetry generation system could
be taken to broad scale use, and what its user experience could
be?
RESEARCH QUESTION

This thesis is mainly about how to leverage an AI poet to
different use cases and business scenarios. Besides, with this
research, I expect the result to be relevant also can reflect to
other AI generation content systems. So, the research questions are:
1. What are the potential applications for an AI poet?
2. What are the common rules and concerns when we leveraging AI content generation to a system?
METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROCESS

A Research through Design (RtD) approach was applied in my
project [14]. While, I conduct this research not only through
“Design” but also through “Business Analysis”. The research
results are extracted from the mix methods of designing and
business analysis.
During a mix of design and business analysis process, I used
several research methods. Those methods were conducted in
different phrases, which was also the process of the whole
research. I will go through the whole process of the research.
Those three methods are:
1. Design and develop a minimal viable product (MVP)

Minimal viable product (MVP) is used to design and develop a new service or product to test, evaluate, and validate
if the product or service will satisfy user’s needs. [1]
To use the MVP method, designer need to extract and
develop the most essential functions of the product. Researchers and designers can use MVP as a tool to observe
customers’ and users’ real behavior. Thus, designers and
researchers can collect actual feedback with the MVP product. Comparing to interview and questionnaire, this method
can better collect real feedback.
The benefit of the MVP testing method is that researchers
and designers can gain a deeper understanding about their
customers’ interest in your product without fully developing
the product. Besides, Using the MVP testing method can
also give researchers and designers an opportunity to find
the potential use case which might be the potential business
application as well.
In this paper, I will introduce what is the most essential
function of our AI poet and how to develop an MVP based
on that.
2. User test and Interview with the MVP
Combine with the MVP, the interview is to further dig out
the potential need and thoughts from our users and customers. [2]
3. Online log analysis
This is to validate our idea and collect real end users behavior with quantity analysis to iterate the product development. [1]
INITIAL DESIGN AND PILOT TESTING

To explore and research how to leverage AI poet to different
use cases. We worked on both model training part and MVP
interface design part.
Model training

We used an existing model from Microsoft to generate poetry
in Chinese [7]. This model uses user’s picture as input. The
picture can be of various types, for example, human portrait
or a landscape. Computer vision is used to analyse the content
of the picture and extract image tags from the picture. After
this, keyword filtering and expansion are applied to generate a
keyword set. In this keyword set, each keyword will be used
as a seed to generate each line of poetry. Then the generation
model start generate poetry based on that. To ensure both the
fluency of each single line and the coherence between lines,
an automatic tool was used to evaluate and select lines are
satisfying.
Based on this basic poetry generation model, we analysed
and selected training data set to train this basic model. At the
beginning of training, we selected 519 Chinese poets from
the year 1920 to 1960 in order to train our first version of
the model. Because Chinese contemporary poetry starts from
1919, thus lots of high quality poems are created during these
40 years. Figure 1 shows samples from this training. We
showed the resulting poems to 6 poets to collect feedback,

Figure 3. The pipeline of the MVP version of the product

Figure 1. The sample of training result with training data from the year
1920 to 1960

Figure 2. The sample of training result with training data from the year
1920 to 1980
Figure 4. The homepage of the MVP version of the product

most of them think the emotion of the content in the poems is
quite negative, sad and angry.
We investigated this issue, and found out that the potential
reason is that the training data we fed into the model was from
the period of time that China’s society was quite pessimistic.
In this case most of the training data show pessimistic in their
content. Based on this feedback, we changed the training data,
from 1920 to 1980 to balance the impact of various emotions.
Figure 2 is the result of this second version of the model was
more promising, showing a more varied range of emotions.
However, some users complained that some of the resulting
poems were not closely related to the input pictures. This
was because the ImageTag model could not extract everything
in users’ pictures, and the keyword filtering and expansion
were not precise. To address this, we expend the mapping
between image tags to lines keywords, representing known
culturally grounded symbolic meanings. For example, when
there’s a horse in the picture, in Chinese culture, the representing keywords should be “freedom” or “explore”. But in the
previous keywords expanding, the keywords “horse” would be
expanded to keywords like “riding” or “village”. We manually
addressed the mapping of top symbolic meanings to help the
system to get the deeper meaning of the picture. After this, we
had to further leverage this core ability to develop a product
with a user-friendly experience.
MVP interface design

Based on the new poetry generation pipeline, We designed a
web app which main function was to ask users to upload a
picture and then output a poetry to users. To make it more

friendly, we name this artificial intelligence poet with a Chinese name, XiaoIce.
Figure 3 is the homepage of the MVP. On this page, a select
picture and poem generated based on this picture are shown to
users to give users a clear idea of what is the expected results
from the AI poet. In this page, the product asks the user to
upload a picture, which works as an input for the automatic
poem generator.
Because users may have concerns about the owner of the
copyright of the final results, an official announcement about
copyright was attached on the page: “Microsoft XiaoIce has
announced that she would renounce the copyright of her poetry.
Which means you can publish the final work as you like, and
you do not even have to mention that she was involved in your
creation.”
There is only one button on this page is to upload a picture.
When user taps on the button, a menu will appear, two options
are offered to users. The first option is to select one picture
from user’s phone album, and another option is to take a
picture by using your phone camera. Both of these two options
will complete the task.
After users selected a picture from album or take a picture,
there is a loading process. It takes 3 to 4 seconds loading time
for the system to go through the poetry generation pipeline on
our server to get the poem result. After the process finished,
user will see the result page. The result page is shown as Figure
5, the background picture changes to the one user uploaded,

and pornographic pictures. To solve this, we increase a sensitive model in our next generation pipeline.
Log and data analysis

We also statistics on how people use the poem results. We
manually collected the posted poem results from our social
network. Then we backtracked original results from the web
app. We found out that 65 percentage of the posted results
are revised by users, and most of them changed only one or
two words. Around 35 percentage of the poem results are
posted without any revise. With these statistics, I decided to
emphasize the meaning of co-creation of the poem in the next
iteration. Which make this product more meaningful, because
we do not want AI poet to replace human poet, we would like
our AI poet to create something with human users together.
Figure 5. The result page of the MVP version of the product

Revisions

and the poem is above the picture. Two buttons are on the
result page. The first is to allow users to try our product, which
will lead the user back to the home page. Another button is
to copy the result of the poem. By tapping this button, the
user will get the generated poem copy to his or her clipboard
on mobile phone, then the user can easily paste the poem to
anywhere he or she like, for example, a text editor, social
network or where the user can revise the content of lines.
We do not require users to revise the content before sharing
or posting because we officially announced that the artificial
intelligence poem renounce the copyright of her poetry.
User test, interview and log analysis with the MVP
User test and interview with the MVP

With this MVP as a tool, we invited 6 participants to join our
user test and interview. During the user test we mainly tested
the function of this product to see if this web app is easy to
use. Besides, we would also like to see how people deal with
the poem results, will they share it with friends or will they
use it as a fundamental content and then create new content
based on that?
We asked users to try this product. Some gave us really promising feedback. For example, one security guard of our office
building upload a picture of his newborn baby, then the system
created a really artistic poetry for him. The security guard was
really satisfied and added his baby’s name to the poetry. Then
he printed out the poetry as a gift to his newborn baby. While,
there were also some users think the content of the poetry is
not strongly related to the picture which has a deeper meaning
to her. In this case, text input was considered given to system
as a hint in the next iteration.
Besides, some users would like to get more results from one
input. Thus, they can compare and select. This was a really
good point, because generating quantity results is quite easy
to the system, which is one advantage of AI poet compared to
human poet.
There were a few users would like to challenge AI with sensitive pictures, including military picture, disgusting pictures

Based on the user research and the feedback of the first version
product. I designed the second version of this product. The
upgrades are summarized as follows:
1.We allow users to input text as a complement to the picture, because sometimes the system cannot extract the real
meaningful keywords merely based on computer version.
2.The results of the system expand to three from one. These
three results have different content and different poem lines
number. The shortest poem has only 3 lines, while the longest
poem has 14 lines.
3.We upgraded the pipeline, added a new computer vision
model to detect sensitive pictures, including military picture, disgusting pictures and pornographic pictures. The new
pipeline can be next in the next picture.
4.In the UX design, I changed the wording to emphasize that
this product is to help you generate the draft version of your
own poem. By emphasizing this, we expected to see more
and more users revise the poem results, to see user can create
something together with the AI poet, instead of only copy and
paste.
Removal of offensive content

Because poem lines from the model is automatically generated
based on real poems, there is a chance to generate offensive
content. If offensive content is shown to the users, there is a
potential risk to go viral on social networks in a bad way and
cause personal harm to individuals and also PR risks.
A similar case happened to tech company before when
Tay [12] on twitter got viral and replied users with offensive context. To make the product usable to real end users, we
must solve this issue. To make the product usable to real end
users, we must solve this issue.
Improve general performance

In this poem generation project, bad results also including
inconsistent lines, incomplete lines, slow response time and
poorly responding system. It is challenging to use a machine
learning discriminator to properly add tags to each line with a
high accuracy.

Figure 6. The poetry generation pipeline to build the co-creation web
app

Figure 7. The new poetry generation model that fit into the second version of the product

To solve this problem, I designed a mechanism to set up a lines
pool, which can be checked in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The
Lines Pool is basically a database that contains pre-marked
poem lines, each line in the Lines Pool has labels. Instead
of connecting lines directly generated from the model, our
system connect lines in the Lines Pool with “Pass” label to get
the final poem results, which ensures the high quality of the
final poem results.
To build this line pool, we invited a label team of 5 people
to do labeling jobs. The labeling team review and label each
line that generated directly from the model. Before the web
app launch online, we summarized top common keywords in
Chinese poems as seeds to generate lines for labeling teams
to review. After the web app launched online, the system
collected top keywords extracted from user pictures as seeds
to generate lines for labeling teams to review.
The Lines Pool mechanism also increased user experience
by shortening the loading time from about 10 seconds to 4
seconds. Besides, afterwards this system was customized to
several different business scenarios, the Lines Pool mechanism
also give the system a potential to become very flexible and
able to be customized to different business scenarios.

Figure 8. The homepage of the co-creation product

In order to achieve this, we asked the labeling team to add
more labels to each poem line. including “positive or negative”
and “describing a human or not”. With these new labels,
we were able to make the system fully adaptable to different
scenarios. For example, the system can generate especially
praise love letter by connecting lines with label “positive” and
“describing a human”.
Poet co-creation

Together with this upgraded pipeline, new interface was designed to make it more user friendly.
Figure 8 is the homepage of the new interface design. In this
page, the poem and the pictures are shown, to give users a
clear idea. We emphasize that this product is to write the
draft version of your own poem. By clicking the button “Try
now”, user will go to the second page, where users can upload
pictures and input text hint.

Figure 9. The input page of the co-creation product

Figure 13. The offensive picture rejection page of the co-creation product
Figure 10. The text input hint page of the co-creation product

Figure 9 is the input page, user tap on the upload a picture
button, user can upload a picture from the mobile phone album
or take a picture with the phone camera. After user upload a
picture, the status of the button changed from not clickable to
clickable. Besides, the title of this page also changed to guide
user input text hint as an additional information.
After user taps the button, the user will go to text input page,
where he can type or paste text content.
Figure 10 is the text input page, when the text is empty, some
examples are listed on the text input page in order to get the
expected input. When the product launch online, this text
input function was proved to be very useful, because more
than 60 percentage of users did input text as a hint, instead of
only upload a picture.

Figure 11. The loading page of the co-creation product with picture uploaded

Figure 11 shows the new loading page of this product. We
add a step by step process of how our AI system creates a
poem. The loading time is still 4 seconds, but due to the step
by step process are shown on page, user feel it is much more
interesting even in this loading page, which also increases the
value of the poem result. After every step finished, users will
go to the result page.
Figure 12 is the result page, three different versions of poem
results are shown for users to select. These three results have
different content and different poem lines number. The shortest poem has only 3 lines, while the longest poem has 14 lines.
Besides, at the end of each poem result, user can also see poet
name and time.
Figure 13 is the Offensive picture detection function added to
this product. When the system detects offensive pictures from
user input, the system will reject to write poems and come to
this page. By clicking the button “Try again”, users will go
back to the previous page, where he or she could input picture
again.

Figure 12. The result page of the co-creation product

From user centred design perspective [8], the web app should
remind user immediately when he or she select an offensive
picture, instead of remind user after several steps. But due to
the offensive picture detection model runs on back end server,

Figure 16. Screenshot and user flow of the Windows celebration function
during 2019 Chinese New Year

Figure 14. Screenshot of the McDonald’s campaign

MAC cosmetics

We together with MAC cosmetics, started an online campaign,
where user can upload a selfie of their lip makeup, then the
system need to analysis the style of the lip makeup to create a
praise and love poem for this lip makeup style. New computer
vision model was used in this campaign to detect lip position
in the selfie and classify lip makeup style. Then the system
uses the makeup style keywords as seeds to generate praise
and love poem.
Festival celebration on Window lock-screen

During the 2019 Chinese New Year, we launch our web app
to Windows lock screen, in order to delight and surprise customers with warm and special greetings during Chinese New
Year season. All of the Windows 10 users whose system language was set to Chinese could receive it (approximately 15
million devices with 5 million clicks). In total, 3 million poems were generated in this campaign, and 260 thousand were
shared on social media.
Figure 15. Screenshot of the MAC cosmetics campaign

so the front end do not have the real time result about the
detection. Due to this reason, we remind users at the end of
the process, when the server returns a result.
For market campaign scenarios in SNS

As introduced before, in our poetry generation pipeline, we
adopted the Lines Pool mechanism to avoid offensive content
and increase the online loading speed. Together with different
partners, we adapted the system to meet their business scenarios and tested our design on a broad scale. Our partners
for these applications were McDonald’s, MAC cosmetics and
Microsoft Windows.

To start use, customers need to scan the QR code shown on
Window open screen. Then user need to use the web app on
his or her cell phone. A celebration poem card that is shareable
via social network will be provided at the end of the process.
People who receive it can scan the QR code and having their
own celebration poem.
RESULTS

Here, I will discuss the further potential applications and the
insights that need to pay attention when leveraging AI poet,
also reflect other AI content generation applications.
Poetry co-creation

Together with McDonald’s in China, we started an online
campaign, where user can upload a picture of his McDonald’s
food to our web app. Then our web app extract color of this
food picture, then create a poetry based on these colors, as
shown in Figure 14.

At the beginning of this report, we were inspired by the security guard as our test user. We start to explore how to increase
the connection between the system to users and increase the
engagement. Though co-creation feature, users are leveraging
AI poet as a tool or assist in two aspects. First, the AI poet help
users to “translate" their visual inspire (picture input) and original thought (text input) input meaningful imagery to create
poetry, which lowers the barrier for poet creation as a normal
person. Second, user can select, and revise based on AI’s
results, which ensure the result follows the user’s intention
and expression.

For this campaign, we wanted only positive content are shown
to users. Thus, in the poetry generation pipeline, we use only
lines with positive label.

To encourage more people involved in the co-creation process. We together with a publisher to organise a competition.
In the competition, users can co-create poetry with our AI

McDonald’s

Figure 18. The original poem generated from our artificial intelligence
poet

Figure 17. The photo of the poetry book, the name of this book is “Flowers are the silence of green water”

poet and then submitted to the publisher. The results were
surprising, more than 100 thousand results were successfully
submitted from users. The best 100 users would get their
poetry published in the poetry book.
The competition process works as follows: First, user invite
our AI poet to output lots of unique poetry by input picture
and text hint. Second, users need to select one of the poem
results as their draft version of the poetry. Third, users start
to revise and re-create the poem selected from AI poet results.
After finish revising the poem, user submitted the final result
through website to the publisher. In this process, text similarity
was checked to avoid: 1. users did not use AI’s results, only
used content from their own; 2. User only use AI’s result
without human revise.
The name of this book is “Flowers are the silence of green
water” is originally one poem from our AI poet. The author
of this book is 100. Some of them are even young students in
primary school. This was a good success that proved our AI
poet had the potential to empower ordinary people to create
poetry, to express themselves and even become an author of a
book.

Figure 19. The final result after the primary student revise

In our team, we had a discussion on whether this kind of cocreation is beneficial for students who are learning to write
poetry? Someone think it is harmful to education because it
makes students lazy and lose the ability to self-origin creation
from zero. Others think it is beneficial to education because
humans always learn how to do things with new tool, in this
case, AI poet is a tool to make everything easier. While, for
me, I think it might be beneficial, but only to new beginners.
Because when we start to learn a new ability, it is always
challenging and easy to get frustrated. Thus, the meaning of
the AI poet here is to lower the threshold for starting to learn
and reduce the chance to get frustrated.
Further meaning of leveraging AI poet in education will be
investigated and discussed with education experts.

Poetry education

AI generated poetry as a playful marketing tool

We did not plan this initially, but in one primary school in
NanJing city, a teacher invited all their students to join this AI
co-creation competition. Poems created together by primary
student and AI poet turned our to have really high quality.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 are one pair results from forth grade
student in primary school.

AI poet as a playful marketing tool is a user cases which was
not originally by designed but ended up having promising
results. It is a powerful and fun tool for making engaging
marketing campaigns, where users got personal tailor-made
content exclusive for them and got involved in a co-creation
process.

As a feedback from our partner from MAC cosmetics, nowadays consumers are super tired of ads in SNS. Both the conversion rate from reading and exposure and the conversion rate
from sharing and reading is changeling. While an interesting
feature like AI poet can change the situation from different
aspects:
First, The AI poet is a new term and fresh new function. It is
attractive to consumers who are used to the tradition online
campaign. Thus, with the AI poet as keywords in the title of
the campaign draws more customers attention.
Second, the campaign starts with the messaging to let user to
try with AI poet instead of merely recommending new trend
or production, which increase the conversion rate between
exposure in SNS feed to opening the H5. Because consumers
would like to try this new feature and would like to know
the result especially this result is created based on their own
personal selfies.
Third, if the poet result is in a good quality, users has high
potential to share the result to SNS because it is playful to get
an exclusive love poem from an AI. And they would like to
compare the different results between friends.
Besides, another insight is when we compare the conversion
rate between MacDonald’s case and MAC case, MAC case
had an obvious higher conversion rate from reading to sharing,
which almost double the MacDonald’s rate. Our conclusion
is that the selfie as input compared to food as input is more
related to customer interests and get more engagement. And
the love poem is more personal than food color poem.
Insights for similar AI content generation applications

In this section, I list some insights I have learned through the
design process.
Be aware of offensive content

Offensive content is a big concern when designing and developing an AI content generation system. For current machine
learning module, the content generated by AI has the potential
to be offensive. Detection models or mechanisms such as the
Line Pool mechanism need to be adopted to avoid risks.
Besides, for conditional generation, when user need to input
text or picture into a system, we also need to be careful of
what is the input. Such as if user input a religious or political
content, it is risk to still allow the AI to generate.
Lower user expectation before they get disappointed

In this project, several features were adapted to lower the user
expectation. For example, we emphasize that the AI poet is
generating only draft version for you, not the final result. It
lowered user expectations. Another example is that we put
one sample of output result on the home page of the webapp,
thus, user can have a clear idea of the ability of this AI poet
before they use it.
Transform machine learning model to flexible system

There is a huge gap between a machine learning model to
a usable and flexible system. Most genitive model has slow
response speed, which is not acceptable for most mobile users.

Figure 20. The proposed workflow paradigm for HAT

Try to faster the response speed of generation and make the
loading process interesting is an issue need to be considered.
Besides, most generative model is not flexible, they turned to
have good performance in a very specific scenario. To make
user satisfy in more user cases increase the value of a product.
Such as tagging system or mix-models system in one product
can be considered.
Co-creation using a HAT workflow

From the whole design process of the AI poet system and exploration of various use cases. I concluded a typical workflow
which may also apply to other similar systems.
Even though artificial intelligence could create content, human
users still need to stay in the interaction loop to make sure that
the content outcome have stable quality and novelty for final
use. In this situation, human and AI are working as a team
collaborate to create content. For this human and AI team
(HAT), different workflows and interaction paradigms were
tested. After this AI poet product, I conduct a paradigm for
the workflow of HAT.
At the beginning human users start this interaction loop by
input inspiration and restrictions to AI system. Then the AI
system with these inspirations and restrictions, starts the firstround generation. The first-round results will be shown to
user for users to select. With the selection results, the AI
system can learn the preference of this user. Based on the
preference of this user, the AI system generates more results
in this specific direction. With further quantity results in this
specific direction, user select one result as the draft of the final
result. The final result will be revised and edited based on this
draft result by users.
This HAT workflow paradigm not only apply to AI generating
poem and text but may also apply to AI generating paintings,
music and etc.
Back to this AI poet project, we only design and develop a general AI poet for every user. Means, the current AI poet cannot
learn from user’s selection, personal preference and expression
styles. It yet cannot narrow down the results, which, based on
the HAT workflow, should happen between the second-round
creation and the first-round creation. Thus, in the future, we
might go further to train this personalized AI poet.

To get this personalized AI poet, we need to train the generation model with some poem lines created or selected by this
user. Then a preference vector will be calculated which will
influence the generation result. After the user keep selecting
results from the first round. The AI poets can keep learning
the preference and be more and more personalized.
In this scenario, a personalized AI poet works as an agent to
write poems or draft version of poems on behalf of this user.
Future exploration

As a future exploration, to further explore this co-creation
process, I plan to migrate this AI poet from graphical interface
to dialog interface. As a result, writing poem can become a
new interesting skills for a chat bot, while a user can talk about
his or her current feelings to a chatbot. The chatbot analysis
and get some inspiration from the keyword then generate a
poem specially based on this user current emotion. By using
text to speech ability, the chatbot can read the poem loudly to
this user as well.
Sustainability and Ethic
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CONCLUSION
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